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THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF of useful work with the certainty of a pension; and Poor-
THE PROFESSION OF MEDICINE. law appointments are useful "adjuvants" to general

To a large number of the youth of these islands the time practice. Particulars as to all these spheres of practice
has come for the choice of a sphere of life-work, and the will be found in the following pages.
thoughts of many among them are doubtless turning THE PROFESSION FROM THE PHYSICAL STANDPOINT.
towards the profession of medicine. It is a critical The advantages and drawbacks of the medical profes-
moment, for a mistake in the choice of a calling may lead sion as far as the bodily well-being of its members is con-
to lifelong regret, to failure, and even to social and moral cerned are different in the case of the medical student and
shipwreck. Such a step should therefore not be taken in that of the practitioner. The health of the student
without the fullest consideration not only of all that the tends to suffer, if he be keen and diligent, from the magni-
profession has to offer, but of the demands it makes on tude, variety, and difficulty of his work, and, in some
those who practise it. The medical profession, like every cases, from the number and severity of the examina-
other, has certain advantages and certain disadvantages; tions which he has to pass; but, given a fair constitution,
and those who think of entering it should carefully weigh and considering the opportunities for open-air recreation
the one against the other so that they may know as far now within general reach and the fact that he may have at
as is possible what they have to expect. The clearer idea least three months' holiday in the year, these risks may
they have of the life they will have to lead, the more probably be disregarded. The risks to the health
accurately they will be able to judge of their own fitness of the practitioner arise mainly from the incessant nature
for it; and they will be better able to avoid the stones of of his work; except for two or three weeks' holiday
stumbling that they may meet with in their path, if they are in the year he "is actually never off duty, day or night,
made aware of them beforehand. With the object of helping weekdays or Sundays. He must have what Napoleon
young runners about to enter on the race of life to avoid called the " two o'clock in the morning courage "-that is
making a mistake in a matter of such vital importance as to say, he must be in possession of all his faculties and
the choice of a profession, we here lay before them a dis- ready to cope with any difficulty, even when calledI up in
passionate statement of what lies before one who adopts the middle of the night. And he may have unpleasantly
medicine as a career-the work he will be called upon to frequent opportunities of displaying this readiness. It is
do, the rewards he may fairly look for, the sacrifices within our personal knowledge that a practitioner not long
he may have to make, and the disappointments that may ago was called up at least once every night for three weeks,
fall to his lot. It must be understood that we speak and he is a type of many. The life of a general practi-
here of the mau of average abilities, with no particu- tioner is one of the constant meeting of emergencies in
lar advantages in the way of money or influence, who takes which, although akind of tolerance is developed, thecontinu-
up medicine for a livelihood, and looks for a fair return for ous strain graduallv wears out the strongest. He is much
the time and money-spent on his education. more exposed to infection than most people, and his bodily

resistance is often at a low ebb from irregularity in meals,THE OPPORTUNITIES OF THE PRoFESSbpN. exposure to inclement weather, and fatigue. On the other
Although few can hope tonmake a fortune by the practice hand, the active life of a practitioner who likes his work is

of medicine, the profession has this great advantage that itself a safeguard against dulness; the open-air life of a
none of its members who are able andwilling to work need country doctor is almost as healthy as that of an agri-
starve. A manl's career will be determined to a large cultural labourer, and he knows how to preserve his own
extent by his tastes and by the opportunities that may health by taking precautions against infection or by the
come in his way. Besides the open field of consulting and treatment of various ailments.
general practice, there is scope for the special knowledge
of the doctor in many directions. Besides the Army, THE PROFESSION FROM THE FINANCIAL STANDPOINT.
Navy, and Indian Medical Services, there is the Colonial The adoption of medicine as a profession has generally
Service, which cannot fail to grow in importance as it a more immediate infltence on the purse of the
becomes more clearly realised by the powers that be that student's relatives than on his own. The principal bearing
the expansion of the Empire depends more on the exter- on his own is probably in advanced life. The capital
mination of microbes than on the elimination of aborigines, expenditure- on his behalf is in his student days,;and the
The Public Health Service at home offers attractions to yearly income of subsequent life may be looked upon as
those who prefer an assured moderate income to larger but interest. *The one advantage of the average healthy man
more precarious gains; the Prison Service presents a career in this relation is that his profession will bring a prac-
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tically assured livelihood; he will live among people who
are either being born, or struggling more or less success-
fully to live, or about to die, and at every stage he
will find that there is a demand for services such as he
alone can render which should result in an income of, say,
£400 or £500 a year. There are a few who become what a
business man would consider moderately rich by the
exercise of their profession, but probably not I per cent.
of all practitioners in this country achieve this measure
of success. The pecuniary disadvantages of medicine as a
profession are the prolongation and costliness of the term
Df training, and the. more or less lengthy time of waiting
with expenditure going on after qualification before any
considerable income is received. Perhaps a more serious
drawback is the large amount of what may be called the
working expenses, including house, carriage, and dress, in
proportion to the gross income of the man in active prac-
tice, so that the chance of being able to save, even to the
extent of the return of the original capital, are in not
a few cases slight; and reasonable provision for old
age, after family expenses are mnet, is too often a
practical impossibility. Apart from the result of that keen
competition which is the result of overcrowding of the pro-
fession, he will probably receive from nearly all his patients
the injustice of tardy payment, especially, it may be said,
from the rich, who, in many cases, are serious offenders
in the matter of inadequate remuneration. But what is at
once the glory of the profession and one of its most serious
drawbacks from a financial point of view, is that the
true doctor is working year in year out to reduce the
incidence of disease in general, and so directly helping to
dry up his own sources of income. One bearing an
honoured name in the profession said some years ago
that enteric fever was worth perhaps a steady hundred
a year to many a town and country practitioner, not
counting the "luck of epidemics," and yet many of them
had striven hard to do away with this source of income,
thereby often offending not the poor but the rich, from
whom their main living was expected to come.

THE PROFESSION FROM THE INTELLECTUAL STANDPOINT.
The profession of medicine has to do with facts

rather than words; it is based on an advancing science,
and, therefore, on the one hand brings unfading freshness
and interest to its followers, and on the other, seeing
how litttle time they can find for study and thought,
has an awkward knack of leaving its followers far behind.
But with an effort in the opposite direction they will find
that its intellectual results, the fruit of experience, increase
in value to the end. During the student life proper there
is not only a vast, though to a great extent unconscious,
Aequisition of knowledge, and that of a most widely useful
kind, but there is an even more valuable training in
scientific method, in observation and reasoning on facts
observed. There is, moreover, in fairly well-endowed
persons a marvellous development of certain of the
senses, particularly those of touch, sight, and hearing.
All through the active life of practice the mind is kept
healthy and vigorous by the exercise of the powers of
judgment with a minimum of emotional bias. Yet so
much time is spent with unhealthy people that there is
a tendency to con1ider all persons miore or less morbid.

The man who sees the wide bearings of natural phenomena
as well as those of disease-in other words, who is a
naturalist as well as a pathologist-will probably be saved
from the danger which certainly exists of falling into
grooves of thought and action. It is, moreover, not the
least subjectived advantage of medicine that in every case
the absolute truth may be the aim, giving liberty to its
members to look at all sides of a question with freedom
from trammels of creed or party.

THE PROFESSION FROM THE ETHICAL STANDPOINT.
It is probably a penalty of the individualistic and private

nature of medical practice that doctors are proverbially
sensitive and jealous in their professional relations with
each other. This is merely to say that medical practi-
tioners are made of the same clay as other men. Apart
from this relish of humanity it may truly be said that in no
walk of life are there greater possibilities of the highest
development of character, the readiness to render assist-
ance whenever and by whomsoever it is needed, irrespec-
tive of any other consideration; the assuagement of human
sorrow as well as the mitigation of physical sufferingg; the
courage which never shrink&from meeting infection or from
incurring necessary responsibility; the perseverance which
refuses to yield to the enemy until the end is obviously
nigh; the generosity, discretion, cheerfulness, sympathy
which are possible in the followers of the healing art,
when they are realised, are beautiful in themselves and
in their effects. The sympathy of such a man is not
so much an emotion as a motive; it is not indeed a senti-
ment expressing itself in tears but a sympathy manifest-
ing itself in active effort for the relief of the sufferer who
is in need of help. The doctor, in the words of Matthew
Arnold, " sees life steadily and sees it whole." It has been
well said that while the lawyer sees the worst and the
clergyman the best of human nature, the doctor sees it as
it really is, a compound of good and bad, is which the
former quality on the whole preponderates.

THE PROFESSION FROM THE SOCIAL STANDPOINT.
The medical man has little time for the culture of

social amenities, and his work is so individualistic that as
compared, say, with the clerical profession, a part of whose
daily duty it is to cultivate them, his average conventional
social status is not high. On the other hand his general
influence is of the widest character, probably the widest of
all, and although he has not yet developed any marked
political influence, his special knowledge and trained
faculty of dealing with facts have already given him a.
certain indirect power in the State, and must give him
inereasing importance as civilisation advances. A proof of
the social value of a medical training, and of the way in
which it fits men for leadership among their fellows may
be found in the number of medical practitioners who have
done good service to their country and achieved fame for
themselves in the work of practical administration in new
territories added to the Empire. Sir William McGregor, Sir
George Robertson, Sir John Kirk, General Wood, the
American Governor of Cuba, and many others could
scarcely have done the work for which they will always
be held in honour unless they had been doctors. The
foundation of our Indian Empire was in great part laid
by a surgeonE and it has aince been extended almost as
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largely by the lancet of the medical officer as by the sword
of the conqueror.

CONCLUSION.
To sum up the whole matter the medical profession

affords a fairly certain means of livelihood with unrivalled
opportunities for that development of the faculties which,
as Goethe said, is a duty of the highest importance for
every man; moreover it opens a field for the exercise
of his faculties in which he will have the sense of
doing good with more certainty, perhaps, than in any
other. Carlyle, who had no particular respect for medical
science, bore witness to the nobility of the profession in the
following words, which all who are thinking of joining our
ranks will do well to ponder.
" He that can abolish pain, relieve his fellow mortal from

sickness, he is indisputably usefullest of all men. Him
savage and civilised will honour. As a Lord Chancellor
under one's horsehair wig there might be misgivings, still
more so, perhaps, as a Lord Primate under one's cauli-
flower, but if I could heal disease I should say to all
men and angels without fear ' En! Ecce! "'

MEDICINE AS A CAREER.
WHEN a youth has chosen, or has had chosen for him, the
profession of medicine for his career in life, his parents or
guardians naturally wish to inform themselves as to the
successive steps necessary to be taken in order that he
may become a qualified practitioner, and the probable cost
of those steps, as well as to gain some idea of the prospect
of his being able, at the end of his pupilage, to support
himself either by starting in practice on his own account,
or by entering the medical service of the army or navy.
They probably turn to their medical adviser for informa-
tion on these points, and he, if he has arrived at middle
age, knowing full well that the whole system of medical
education has been changed since he was himself a student,
refers to the Educational Number of one of the medical
journals to see how matters stand at the present time.

REdULATIONS OF THE GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL.
The first thing which confronts the inquirer is that all

the course along which the student has to tread has been
marked out for him by the regulations of the General
Council of Medical Education and Registration. Before
he can even register himself as a medical student he must
pass a Preliminary Examination approved by the Council,
and until he has so registered himself no time spent in
study or attending lectures will be allowed to count as part
of the five years required by the regulations of the Council
to be spent in the medical study. The curricula of the
hospitals and schools where he is taught must conform to
the Council's regulations, and when at length he has ob-
tained a registrable qualifieation or qualifications, these
must be duly recorded by the Council in its Medical Register
before he is legally qualified to practise his profession. The
Council's regulations -are given in another part of this
number, and may be taken as representing the minimum
required from all students.

UNIVERSITIES AND CORPORATIONS.
Even before the student Ipasses his Preliminary

Examination a decision should be come to as to whether
he intends to take a degree (M.B. or M.D.) at a university,
or to be content with the double diploma of the Conjoint
Board of London, Scotland, or Dublin, entitling him to
write after his name the letters L.R.C.P, and M.R.C.S. in
England, L.R.C.P. and S. in Ireland, and L.R.C.P. and S.
and L.F.P.S.G. in Scotland. If this decision should be
delayed, and he should desire after commencing study to
go into the degree of the London University, for instance,
he will find himself seriously handicapped by having to
take up again his preliminary work, when he ought to be
working hard at his'strictly medical studies.
Where expense is no object, the advantages of a uni-

versity education are apparent to all. Friendships are
formed in all these places, often among those who intend
to enter other professions-friendships which are of
service to the student in his after-career. Then, also,
the degree of M.D., which -is conferred by the Universities
of Oxford, Cambridge, Durham, London, Victoria, and
Birmingham in England, by those of Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Aberdeen, and St. Andrews in Scotland, and the University
of Dublin and the Royal University in Ireland, is a
distinct advantage in practice, and is indispensable for
those who seek to obtain honorary appointments to hos-
pitals on the medical side, or to practise as consulting
physicians. The licences of the Society of Apothecaries
of London and of the Apothecaries' Hall of Ireland also
give admission to the Medical Register.
For the average English student the great objection to

seeking a university degree is the extra year which in
practice is so often required, and the fact that, unless he
happens to reside in a university- town, or one in which a
college connected with a university exists, his calculations
as to cost must be on a higher scale than if he merely
design to qualify at the Conjoint Board. At Cambridge,
for instance, residence for'the university year of about
twenty-four weeks can hardly be accomplished under
£200, while at the residential colleges connected with
several of the London medical schools, as also at Owens
College, Manchester, and the Yorkshire College, Leeds,
the charges, varying somewhat in each place and accord-
ing to the rooms selected, are all very much less than
those at Cambridge. Thus, at King's College, London,.
the cost of the academic year for rooms and dinner varies
from £50 to £6o.
In Ireland the same difficulty of expense in obtaining

the degree of M.D. need not arise, since, in addition to old
Trinity in Dublin, there are the three Colleges of Belfast,
Cork, and Galway in connection with the Royal University
of Ireland, which enable the Irish student to qualify as M.D.
with as little expense as he would incur in obtaining the
diplomas of the Conjoint Board.
In Scotland the cheapness with which a university de-

gree can be obtained kas long been a marvel to English-
men, and seems to be largely due to the capability of the
Scotch student for restricting his personal expenses, both
for living and clothing, within such narrow bounds as are
rendered necessary by the res angusti domi, a practical
lesson in self-control and self-denial which stanids him
in good stead in after-life. The munificence of Mr. Car-
negie has now placed a university education within reach
of the poorest.


